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NEW AGE Pt.4: GOLDEN AGE, AGE of AQUARIUS 

Last week I started teaching about what the Golden Age is and we learned that it 

seems to be back to the very beginning of creation.  

 
This wheal shows the cyclical ages or yugas in Hinduism.  On the outer rim, the 
golden age or Satya Yuga, then the Silver Age or Treta Yuga, next is the Bronze 
Age or Dwapara Yuga and then the Iron Age which in Hindiusm is Kali Yuga.  
Remember Kali is a Hindu goddess of chaos and destruction.   
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Kali, mother goddess; goddess of war, anger, time, change, creation, destruction 
and power.  Member of the Ten Mahavidyas.  Samhara Kali by Raja Ravi Varma 
 
If you know your Bibles, after hearing all of this talk about the different ages of 
gold, silver, bronze and so forth, you should be thinking of Nebuchadnezzar’s 
dream right about now. King Nebuchadnezzar had a disturbing dream and his 
wise men, who would be those that studied the occult mystery religions and did 
all sorts of black magic which is witchcraft, they could not tell him his dream.  So  
Daniel comes in and is about to tell King Nebuchadnezzar his dream in this next 
passage of Scripture.  Daniel knows his dream only because God revealed it to 
him. 
 
Daniel 2:31-35 - Thou, O king, sawest, and behold a great image. This great image, 
whose brightness was excellent, stood before thee; and the form 
thereof was terrible. This image's head was of fine gold, his breast and his arms of 
silver, his belly and his thighs of brass, His legs of iron, his feet part of iron and 
part of clay. Thou sawest till that a stone was cut out without hands 
(supernaturally), which smote the image upon his feet that were of iron and clay, 
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and brake them to pieces. Then was the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and 
the gold, broken to pieces together, and became like the chaff of the summer 
threshing floors; and the wind carried them away, that no place was found for 
them: and the stone that smote the image became a great mountain, and filled 
the whole earth.  
 
Let’s now hear the interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream: 
 
Daniel 2:36-45 - This is the dream; and we will tell the interpretation thereof 
before the king. Thou, O king, art a king of kings: for the God of heaven hath given 
thee a kingdom, power, and strength, and glory. And wheresoever the children of 
men dwell, the beasts of the field and the fowls of the heaven hath he given into 
thine hand, and hath made thee ruler over them all. Thou art this head of gold. 
And after thee shall arise another kingdom inferior to thee, and another third 
kingdom of brass, which shall bear rule over all the earth. And the fourth kingdom 
shall be strong as iron: forasmuch as iron breaketh in pieces and subdueth 
all things: and as iron that breaketh all these, shall it break in pieces and bruise. 
And whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, part of potters' clay, and part of iron, 
the kingdom shall be divided; but there shall be in it of the strength of the iron, 
forasmuch as thou sawest the iron mixed with miry clay. And as the toes of the 
feet were part of iron, and part of clay, so the kingdom shall be partly strong, and 
partly broken. And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall 
mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to 
another, even as iron is not mixed with clay. And in the days of these kings shall 
the God of heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed: and the 
kingdom shall not be left to other people, but it shall break in pieces and consume 
all these kingdoms, and it shall stand for ever. Forasmuch as thou sawest that the 
stone was cut out of the mountain without hands, and that it brake in pieces the 
iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold; the great God hath made known 
to the king what shall come to pass hereafter: and the dream is certain, and the 
interpretation thereof sure.  
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Here is a rendition of the statue in Nebuchadnezzar’s dream.  Here we see the 
same thing that different cultures call ages.  The head of gold was the reign and 
time of the Babylonian Empire, next were the arms and chest of silver being the 
Medo-Persian (Medes & Persians) Empire.  Then came the bronze age which was 
the Greek Empire and after that was the iron age, the time the Roman Empire 
ruled.  Last of all will be the age of iron and clay and that is with the modern 
powers ruling.   
 
Then the Kingdom of Christ is going to rise up and fill the whole earth as a great 
mountain.  Jesus is going to crush all governments including the new world order 
beast system government.  Many cultures have this idea of these different ages 
but they do not present it Biblically.  We have already come through the first 4 
kingdoms or as they are calling them ages and we do not cycle back through 
them.  The last one will be the modern powers where we are now, but all world 
powers will eventually merge into one government, the beast system government 
with one leader, the antichrist over them all. I see our world governments already 
working together, they pretend to fight and be against each other but mostly they 
seem to be working together.  An example was with the plandemic, they all did 
the exact same things to their citizens.  So the last thing the world is waiting for is 
the antichrist to be recognized.  That rock is a picture of Jesus destroying the last 
world government completely and once that is accomplished, He will set up His 
government on this earth.   
 
There is not agreement between new age scholars about whether we are in what 
they refer to as the Golden Age now, or if it is yet to come.   
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In research:  The Golden Age – “You have been telling people that this is the 
eleventh hour.  Now you must go back and tell people that THIS is THE hour!” The 
elders, Oraibi, Arizona Hopi Nation (2000).  Since the fall of Atlantis approximately 
12,000 BC ancients’ texts have foretold a Shift of Ages, whereby universal cosmic 
events would create magnetic grid shifts and electromagnetic changes within the 
earth would facilitate a rapid ascension of the earth, the human body and 
consciousness, heralding a Golden Age whereby we will recall our pure 
potentiality and remember that everything else is just an Earth game.   
 
Me:  Just to let you know you can tell that this is evolutionary New Age teaching 
because they are stating here that the earth is more than 14,000 years old. 
 
In previous Golden Ages we have missed our opportunity to ascend, for those 
ready to take the next evolutionary step of conscious co-creation, to design the 
life they were born to live Millennium Education, a school for those ready to take 
the next evolutionary step of awakening, has combined ancient wisdom and 
modern science to create Millennium Modality Medical Intuition or (MMMI).  
Designed to support our ascension journey MMMI equips us with the knowledge 
and skills to return to a state whereby as conscious co-creators of our lives we can 
create life in an awakened state of completeness, health and harmony as we 
ascend into the Golden Age and beyond.  For those who are conscious of this 
transition it is hard to miss the constant signs of its existence.  It is indeed a most 
exciting time to be incarnated on Earth.  I am indeed excited to be incarnated at 
this time.  As a MMMI teacher I endeavored to understand further the Golden 
Age – I offer my finding with love. 
 
Me: - Notice they are talking about human potential, that it will be recognized and 
they are speaking to New Agers as if they co-create with God or whatever deity 
they are led to believe in.  Jesus created us for a purpose and plan that has been 
determined by God.  Once we get saved, we begin to seek God’s plan and purpose 
for our lives. 
 
Continuing: The purpose of life in the old Third Dimension Polar Paradigm was to 
evolve as a more spiritual being during many lifetimes of experiences of ego, fear, 
control, separation, illusion, duality, pain and suffering, to become closer to God, 
but never to actually be one with God.   
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Me: You will find many dimensions spoken of in New Age.  That we know of there 
is the realm we are in and the spirit realm, that we cannot see. The Bible speaks 
of 3 heavens and you could look at that as dimensions.  There is the third heaven 
where God resides, the second heaven where the heavenly bodies are and the 
first heaven, the atmosphere around us.  (2 Cor.12-13, Deut.10:14, Neh.9:6)  
Reincarnation is a strong belief of the New Age Movement.  This research 
mentioned “many lifetimes of experiences”, that’s talking about reincarnation.  
Reincarnation is a big part of Hinduism too. 
 
Hebrews 9:27-28 - And as it is appointed unto men once to die, but after this the 
judgment: So Christ was once offered to bear the sins of many; and unto them 
that look for Him shall He appear the second time without sin unto salvation.  
 
We don’t keep evolving or cycling back through this life.  We get one chance at 
this life and once we die we don’t get a second chance.  Our decision about where 
we will spend eternity and about who we chose to worship and serve and love is 
final upon death.  You have second and third chances and so on now in this life 
while you are still alive to come to Christ, but once you die, you already made 
your decision and it is final. 
 
The purpose of life in the new Crystalline, non-polar zero point, Golden Age is for 
each of us to live as GOD, manifested on Earth in human form, in service to The 
Divine Plan, God, Humanity and the Earth.  Fundamental to the Golden Age reality 
are the universal which facilitate a state of Total Pure Potentiality.  The universal 
laws of Oneness and Attraction facilitate a state whereby we return to a state of 
oneness with God, to be love, wisdom and power, to embrace all as an extension 
of God, to surrender and allow whilst living from the heart.  By allowing each and 
every thing to be in its’ true frequency then all is in peace and harmony.  The fear, 
greed, hate, dishonor and violence of the Dark Ages will dissipate in the light of 
the Golden Age to be replaced with vibrations of LOVE.  Love, the same energy as 
LIGHT simply expressed differently, is the pure essence of Creator, the ultimate 
power of the cosmos.  As the darkness continues to fade, love will replace conflict 
and tyranny with peace and cooperation; love will eliminate the superficial 
superiority of one group over another, love will enlighten those who regard 
others as possessions or dispensable and uplift those who have been subjected to 
living in those conditions.  In short, LOVE is the power that will transform our 
world. 
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Me: We are God’s creation and we never become God.  Even when we go to 
heaven, we don’t become God and we don’t become a god.  We will be like Jesus. 
(1 John 3:2)  We were never one with God.  We were always His creation. Before 
the fall of man, we were at peace with God and had a perfect relationship with 
Him.  All the way back to the beginning, Adam and Eve were supposed to obey 
God.  He gave them everything, He only asked them not to eat of the tree of 
knowledge of good and evil.  (Gen.2:16-17) These high vibrations spoken of about 
love, are a deception.  God Himself is love (1 John 4:8) and He is all powerful.  
Without saying His name, they are speaking of His attributes here but yet, the 
New Age is actually centered on lucifer.  One way they speak of lucifer without 
saying lucifer or satan is they call him “creator”.  God is love and this world has 
chosen to reject Him by rejecting Jesus.  This world is not going to be transformed 
until after the tribulation when Jesus fights the battle of Armageddon.  And then 
begins to judge this world and deal with the wheat and the tares.  Notice none of 
that is mentioned, just that the world will transform or evolve by this permeation 
of love that New Agers are all trying to reach.  
 
Those in power including Ancient Shaman, High Priests and Priestesses have 
documented specific periods including Atlantis, Lemuria, Egypt and Mayan 
whereby the ancient knowledge of Pure Potentiality including the universal Laws 
of Oneness and Attraction, as encoded in ancient texts including Sanskrit, 
hieroglyphics, crop circles, mandalas and cave paintings, would be translated and 
made available for humans to utilize to facilitate ascension.  Opportunities to 
return to higher densities have been offered in prior cycles and missed. Previously 
each time the information was made available we failed to break through 
completely indicating we failed to understand and/or action the information 
provided to us.  As we enter the optimal energetic alignment for ascension in the 
Golden Age, advanced civilizations are assisting us, many of whom have 
incarnated into home form, to assure we do not miss this opportunity. 
 
Me: Now you can see all of this knowledge they are imparting is coming from the 
mystery religions of Egypt and Babylon, from occult practices.  The mystery 
religions were schools that taught black magic/witchcraft.  You took oaths and 
initiations to get in.  Today we know this as the secret societies, freemasons, the 
illuminiti, witch covens and the luciferians.  They do swear oaths and they do go 
through initiations.  The Bible says not to swear any oaths.  (Matt.5:34)  Cathy 
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O’Brien was a high level sex slave and mind control victim, and she shared that 
her handlers and the high up luciferians who run this world practice satanism 
right out of the ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead.  It contains their spells and 
witchcraft practices.  They have carefully preserved these things and continue to 
teach them to whomever they can entice or trap in their false teachings.  
Freemasons follow what they call laws of nature, not recognizing the Lord God 
Almighty who made nature, the One Who made the sun, moon and stars and 
everything is Jesus Christ.  Remember New Agers believe in ascended masters, 
aliens and so when they say advanced civilizations are assisting us, they are 
talking about fallen angels.  They are part of the groups that insist that there are 
benevolent aliens and malevolent aliens. 
 
Continuing: Millenium Modality Medical Intuition and the Golden Age – Medical 
Intuition is the art of healing to make whole, the integration of all aspects of life, 
to combine all dualities to equalize and dissolve the illusion of separation so that 
there is only one reality, that of absolute oneness and wholeness, whereby 
nothing is separate and everything is possible.  MMMI utilizes our innate intuitive 
functioning via sacred geometry, crystal grids, toning, crystals, tapping, platonic 
solids and 10 point merkaba (3D representations of the Star of David) to bridge 
the conscious and subconscious mind and access the super subconscious brain 
and universal mind, whereby we are able to recall our pure potentiality.  
Equipped with the recollection that anything is possible we become conscious co-
creator of our lives to create life in an awakened state of completeness, health 
and harmony as we ascend into the Golden Age and beyond.   
 
Me: Do you hear all of this mumbo jumbo, this is what New Age talk sounds like.  
The belief in sacred geometry and practicing it or incorporating it into your life is a 
type of witchcraft.  Same thing with crystal grids, toning, using crystals, tapping, 
platonic solids etc.  Universal mind?  There ain’t no universal mind.  The universe 
doesn’t have a mind.  It is something God created.  When the body of Christ is in 
agreement the Bible says we are in one accord, you could say of the same mind.  
But that doesn’t mean we have a universal mind.   
 
The Golden Age reality or the Age of Aquarius refers to the transition to the fifth 
dimension where dreams become a reality, souls are unlimited, manifestation 
instantaneous, experiences are perpetual freedom and there is no ego 
involvement apart from the higher self.   
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CLOSING 
 
Me:  Here again we see reference to some crazy fifth dimension.  Our dreams 
become a reality if it is God’s will or if we work to achieve them.  Christians should 
be seeking God’s will for their lives and not their own will.  Our own will usually 
gets us in trouble because it is usually tangled up in fleshly or materialistic desires.  
Souls are unlimited?   
 
Just remember satan is not original, he always copies God.  He twists scripture 
and always tries to pervert God’s Word.  All of these ages that we are hearing of 
were spelled out by God in His Word in the book of Daniel.  They are all going to 
be demolished and finished off by Jesus Christ Himself. 
 
PRAYER 
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